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   The credit guarantee profession is professional and risky. And moreover, The 
function of capital magnification of the credit guarantee enterprise adds the risk. 
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises SMEs  are small few mortgage and their 
credit is low. This lead to the higher risk for the credit guarantees enterprise for 
SMEs. Under the condition of the market economy, the high risk of the credit 
guarantee enterprise restricts its function for SMEs' gathering capital. How to low 
the Small and Medium-sized Enterprises credit guarantee's (SMECG's) risk, make 
full of use its function for SMEs' gathering capital is this paper's essence. 
The paper is to talk about the risk of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 
Credit Guarantee Organization SMECGO . Applicate ERM Framework to Nanping 
A Guarantee Corporation. And to table a proposal for perfect Internal Control. The 
paper comprises three parts: 
In first Chapter. I analysis the “financing difficulties” of SMEs from domestic 
and international factors. and the present problem of SMECGO. 
In second Chapter. I introduce the content of ERM Framework and discuss the 
relationship of internal control and risk management. And introduce the present 
problem of SMECGO. 
In the third Chapter.I introduce the present internal control of Nanping A 
Guarantee Corporation. And put forward advice about how to perfect internal 
control by risk assessment and risk response through ERM Framework. 
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